
 
 
 

   
 

SILVER PACKAGE 
The Basics plus Lift HAWK and Emergency Communication Accessories 

 
Digital 2G Communication Platform with RS-232 

The Digital Communication Platform (DCP) is the brain of the Avire Ecosystem and provides an EN81-28 compliant 
emergency telephone system, data gateway, lift monitoring and M2M link in one unit. The DCP uses MK CANBus 
to transfer data between devices and data is sent over the cellular network to/from and online platform, the Avire 
Hub, for configuration and monitoring purposes. 

- The DCP allows customers to fit a single unit in the machine room or MRL cabinet that provides a 2-way 
datalink for communications, configuration and monitoring. 

- The digital audio bus (used to connect the Digital Audio Units to the DCP) is less susceptible to noise in the 
travelling flex, so time spent on finding suitable wires in the travelling flex and fault finding on noise related 
issues, is reduced. 

- The DCP provides a cost saving and more reliable solution versus traditional PSTN or GSM line. 
- The M2M capability allows the connection of remotely configurable devices and the extraction of lift 

monitoring data; typically, only achievable via the installation of a new lift controller. 
- Compatible with DTMF signalling, therefore analogue phones can complete background calls and be code 

compliant. 

 
Multi-Network Full Roaming SIM card (2 year) 

The Avire SIM card allows GSM/ GPRS units to connect to multiple network providers to guarantee emergency 
communication. 

- Connects the device to multiple providers and networks, choosing the strongest signal available. 
- Guaranteed 2-way emergency communication by switching to the strongest available network if signal 

strength reduces. 
- The data and voice usage are monitorable and an alert will be sent if a Sim Card is seen to be near its 

maximum usage. 
 

Digital Audio Unit – behind COP version 

The Digital Audio Unit is EN81-28 and EN81-70 compliant solution that provides 2-way communication between 
trapped passengers and rescue service. The Digital Audio Unit is mounted behind COP and capable of: 

- Reducing time and effort for installation, with only 2-wires inside the travelling flex are required.  
- Transmitting high digital audio quality over 400m cables. 
- Integrated battery back-up in case of power failure. 
- Supporting CAN & LPBus connections. 

 
Avire Hub Access 

The Avire Hub is an online monitoring platform which provides the user interface to all connected Avire products 
in the elevator.  

- Access information, using a secure log-in online platform, from any web-enabled device without need for 
extra software/hardware. This means an “on-the-go” access to all connected devices. 

- Remotely configure all connected devices over the cellular network. 



 
 
 

   
 

- Send updates and new features to all connected devices (capable of receiving updates) to ensure that the 
latest functionality is available on connected devices. 

Lift HAWK remote elevator monitor  

The Lift HAWK is a sensor fitted on top of the car and is connected to COP lift buttons and a Digital 
Communication Platform (DCP). From the Avire Hub tests can be initiated remotely to check the movement 
capability of the elevator with live status updates received.  
 

- Quickly verify that an elevator is genuinely out of service 
- Lift HAWK can learn the lift usage pattern and perform a test in the case of unusual behaviour. 
- Lift tests can be programmed and actioned remotely 
- Collect information on the lift status without connecting to the lift controller 

 
Pit Phone 

The Pit Phone is EN81-28 and EN81-20 compliant solution that provides 2-way communication in case if someone 
is trapped in the pit refuge area. The Pit Phone is a static phone that is mounted in/near the pit refuge space and 
has similar capabilities to the Digital Audio Unit: 
 

- Transmits high digital audio quality over 400m cables 
- Integrated battery back-up in the case of power failure 
- CANBus connection 

Triphony Unit 

The Triphony Unit is EN81-28 and EN81-20 compliant solution that provides 2-way communication in case of 
entrapment. The Triphony Unit is a static phone that is mounted on top of the car/ at any point around the car 
with potential trapping and has similar capabilities to the Digital Audio Unit: 
 

- Transmitting high digital audio quality over 400m cables 
- Supports CAN/ LPBus connection 

 
Accessories 

- Motor Room Handset  
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